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Abstract
Let X be a normed linear space and S(X) = {x ∈ X: ‖x‖ = 1} be the unit sphere of X. Let δ() : [0,2] →
[0,1], ρX() : [0,+∞) → [0,+∞), and J (X) = sup{‖x + y‖ ∧ ‖x − y‖}, x and y ∈ S(X) be the modulus
of convexity, the modulus of smoothness, and the modulus of squareness of X, respectively. Let E(X) =
sup{‖x + y‖2 + ‖x − y‖2: x, y ∈ S(X)}. In this paper we proved some sufficient conditions on δ(),
ρX(), J (X), E(X), and w(X) = sup{λ > 0: λ · lim infn→∞ ‖xn + x‖ lim infn→∞ ‖xn − x‖}, where the
supremum is taken over all the weakly null sequence xn in X and all the elements x of X for the uniform
normal structure.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let X be a normed linear space, and let S(X) = {x ∈ X: ‖x‖ = 1} and B(X) = {x ∈ X:
‖x‖ 1} be the unit sphere and unit ball of X, respectively.
A natural generalization of a contractive mapping in a normed space X is called a nonex-
pansive mapping which means that mapping T from X → X is nonexpansive if ‖T x − Ty‖
‖x − y‖ for any x, y ∈ X.
Definition 1. (See [1].) A bounded convex subset K of a Banach space X is said to have normal
structure if every convex subset H of K that contains more than one point contains a point
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the diameter of H . A Banach space X is said to have normal structure if every bounded, convex
subset of X has normal structure. A Banach space X is said to have weak normal structure if for
each weakly compact convex set K in X that contains more than one point has normal structure.
X is said to have uniform normal structure if there exists 0 < c < 1 such that for any subset K as
above, there exists x0 ∈ K such that sup{‖x0 − y‖: y ∈ K} < c · (d(K)).
For a reflexive Banach space X, the normal structure and weak normal structure coincide.
Kirk [11] proved that if a weakly compact convex subset K of X has normal structure then
any nonexpansive mapping on K has a fixed point. Whether or not a Banach space has normal
structure depends on the geometry of the unit sphere.
Let δ() = inf{1 − ‖x+y‖2 : x, y ∈ S(X), ‖x − y‖  } where 0    2 be the modulus of
convexity of X [2].
Goebel [9] proved that δ(1) > 0 implies X has normal structure, which, in turn, implies the
fixed point property. Gao and Lau [8] proved that δ( 32 ) > 14 implies X has uniform normal struc-
ture.
The following result regarding the relationship between normal structure and the modulus of
convexity of X was proved in [5,12], and [13]:
Theorem 1. For any Banach space X, δ(1 + ) > 2 for any , 0   1, implies X has uniform
normal structure.
Let ρX(τ) = sup{ ‖x+y‖+‖x−y‖−22 : x ∈ S(X), ‖y‖ = τ }, where τ  0 is the modulus of
smoothness of X [2].
In [18], by a dual view of a theorem of Baillon, Turett proved that if X is a Banach space with
limτ→0 ρ(τ)τ <
1
2 , then X has weak normal structure.
The following result regarding the relationship between normal structure and the modulus of
smoothness of X was proved in [6].
Theorem 2. A Banach space X with ρX(τ) < τ2 for some 0 < τ  1, or ρX(τ) < τ − 12 for some
1 < τ < ∞ has uniform normal structure.
In [16], Sims introduced a concept: WORTH to the Banach space. A Banach space X is said
to has the property WORTH whenever
lim sup
n→∞
∣∣‖xn + x‖ − ‖xn − x‖∣∣= 0
for all weakly null sequence xn in X and all the elements x of X.
In [17], Sims introduced a parameter
w(X) = sup
{
λ > 0: λ · lim inf
n→∞ ‖xn + x‖ lim infn→∞ ‖xn − x‖
}
where the supremum is taken over all the weakly null sequence xn in X and all the elements x
of X. It was proved that 13  ω(X) 1 for all Banach space X.
Schäffer [14] made use of the concept of geodesic to study the unit sphere of a Banach
space X. He introduced the following two notations: m(X) = inf{δ(x,−x): x ∈ S(X)}, and
M(X) = sup{δ(x,−x): x ∈ S(X)} where δ(x,−x) is the shortest length of arcs joining antipo-
dal points on S(X). He called 2m(X) the girth, and 2M(X) the perimeter of X.
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tion of antipodal points x and −x on S(X) as
a(x) = inf{max{‖x + y‖,‖x − y‖}: y ∈ S(X)} and
b(x) = sup{min{‖x + y‖,‖x − y‖}: y ∈ S(X)},
respectively.
They then defined four parameters as
g(X) = inf{a(x): x ∈ S(X)}, G(X) = sup{a(x): x ∈ S(X)} and
j (X) = inf{b(x): x ∈ S(X)}, J (X) = sup{b(x): x ∈ S(X)}.
They proved that
Theorem 3. A Banach space X with J (X) < 32 , or g(X) >
4
3 has uniform normal structure.
In [3], Dhompongsa, Kaewkhao, and Tasena improved the above result, they showed that
Theorem 4. A Banach space X with J (X) < 1+
√
5
2 has uniform normal structure.
Hilbert space is characterized by the parallelogram law, in [7], Gao considered Pythagorean
approach by introducing a parameter E(X) = sup{‖x +y‖2 +‖x −y‖2: x, y ∈ S(X)} to Banach
spaces. He proved that
Theorem 5. A Banach space X with E(X) < 5 has uniform normal structure.
In this paper we demonstrate the relationships among parameters δ(), ρX(τ), J (X), E(X),
and ω(X) of X, that apply uniform normal structure. The main results in [3,5–7,12] and [13]
under a certain condition are improved.
Lemma 1. (See [4].) Let X be a Banach space without weak normal structure, then for any
0 <  < 1, there exists a sequence {xn} ⊆ S(X) with xn →w 0, and
1 −  < ‖xn+1 − x‖ < 1 + 
for sufficiently large n, and any x ∈ co{xk}nk=1.
Lemma 2. Let X be a Banach space without weak normal structure, then for any 0 <  < 1,
there exists an xn in S(X) with n > 1 satisfying
(i) ‖xn − x1‖ 1 + ;
(ii) ‖xn + x1‖ 1+w(X)− .
Proof. It is a direct result of definition of w(X) and Lemma 1. 
A continuous mapping x(t) from a closed interval [a, b] to a Banach space X is called a curve
in X: C = x(t), a  t  b. A curve is called simple if it does not have multiple points. A curve is
called closed if x(a) = x(b). A closed curve is called symmetric about the origin if x ∈ C, then
also −x ∈ C.
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ean spaces.
Definition 2. (See [14].) For curve C = x(t), let P stand for a partition a = t0 < t1 < t2 < · · · <
ti < · · · < tn = b of interval [a, b] and l(C,P ) =∑ni=1 ‖x(ti) − x(ti−1)‖, where xi(t), i = 0,1,
2, . . . , n are called partition points on C, then the length l(C) of curve C = x(t), a  t  b, is







If l(C) is finite the curve is called rectifiable.
For a normed linear space X, we use X2 to denote a two-dimensional subspace of X, then
S(X2) is a simple closed curve which is symmetric about the origin and unique up to orientation.
Lemma 3. (See [14].) For x ∈ S(X2), let κ be one of arcs of S(X2) from x to −x, and let
g(s) : [0,L] → κ be the standard representation of κ in terms of arc length, where L is the length
of κ , g(0) = x, and g(L) = −x. Then ϕ(s) = ‖g(s)− x‖ is a nondecreasing continuous function
from [0,L] to [0,2], and ψ(s) = ‖g(s) + x‖ is a nonincreasing continuous function from [0,L]
to [0,2] (Theorem 4F of [14]).
2. Main results
Theorem 6. For a Banach space X, if δ(1 +w(X)) > 1 −w(X), then X has normal structure.
Proof. Let x1 and xn be as in Lemma 2, and let x = xn − x1 and y = (w(X)− )(xn + x1). Then
both ‖x‖ and ‖y‖ 1 + .





1 +w(X)−  · x1 +
2w(X)− 2
1 +w(X)−  · 0
)∥∥∥∥ 1 − 
by Lemma 1.
Then,








1 +w(X)− )(1 − )
and
‖x − y‖ = ∥∥(1 −w(X)+ )xn − (1 +w(X)− ) · x1∥∥

(
1 +w(X)− )− (1 −w(X)+ )
 2w(X)− 2.
From definition of δ(), we have
δ
(‖x + y‖) 1 − ‖x − y‖  1 −w(X)+ .2
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structure.
Compare to Theorem 1, if w(X) > 23 , then
w(X)
2 > 1 − w(X), so for a Banach space X with
w(X) > 23 , Theorem 1 is improved. 
Theorem 7. For a Banach space X, if ρX(τ) < 3w(X)τ−12 and τ ·w(X) 1, then X has normal
structure.
Proof. Let x1 and xn be as in Lemma 2, and let x = xn −x1 and y = (w(X)− )(xn +x1) again.




1 − τ(w(X)− )
1 + τ(w(X)− ) · x1 +
2τ(w(X)− )
1 + τ(w(X)− ) · 0
)∥∥∥∥
 1 − 
by Lemma 1 too.
Then,
‖x + τy‖ = ∥∥(1 + τ(w(X)− )) · xn − (1 − τ(w(X)− )) · x1∥∥

(
1 + τ(w(X)− ))




1 + τ(w(X)− ))(1 − )
and
‖x − τy‖ = ∥∥(1 − τ(w(X)− )) · xn − (1 + τ(w(X)− )) · x1∥∥

(




From definition of ρX(τ), we have
ρX(τ)
(1 + τ(w(X)− ))(1 − )+ 2τ(w(X)− )− 2
2
= (3τ(w(X)− ))− 1 − (1 + τ(w(X)− ))
2
.
Let  ⇀ 0, we have ρX(τ)  3τw(X)−12 . So, if ρX(τ) <
3τw(X)−1
2 , and τ · w(X)  1, X has
normal structure.
Compare to Theorem 2,
if
1

















 τ − 1
2
.
So for a Banach space X with w(X) > 23 and
1
3w(X)−1  τ 
1
w(X)
, Theorem 2 is improved.
For instance, let τ = 1, 3w(X)−12 > 12 when w(X) > 23 . 
Theorem 8. For a Banach space X, if J (X) < 2w(X), then X has normal structure.
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again. Then








1 +w(X)− )(1 − )
and
‖x − y‖ = ∥∥(1 −w(X)+ )xn − (1 +w(X)− ) · x1∥∥

(
1 +w(X)− )− (1 −w(X)+ )
 2w(X)− 2.
From definition of J (X), we have J (X)min{‖x + y‖,‖x − y‖} 2w(X)− 2. Let  ⇀ 0,
we have J (X) 2w(X). So, if J (X) < 2w(X), X has normal structure.
Compare to Theorem 4, if w(X) > 1+
√
5
4 , then 2w(X) >
1+√5




4 , Theorem 4 is improved. 
Theorem 9. For a Banach space X, if E(X) < 1 + 2w(X) + 5(w(X))2, then X has uniform
normal structure.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 8.
Compare to Theorem 5, if w(X) <
√
21−1
5 , then 1 + 2w(X)+ 5(w(X))2 < 5, so for a Banach
space with w(X) <
√
21−1
5 , Theorem 5 is improved. 
Definition 3. (See [10].) A normed linear space X is called uniformly nonsquare if there exists a
δ > 0 such that either 12‖x + y‖ 1 − δ or 12‖x − y‖ 1 − δ.
We know that X is uniformly nonsquare if and only if J (X) = 2 [8].
In [17], Sims proved the following result, we prove it again in a different way.
Theorem 10. (See [17].) If X is an uniform nonsquare space with the property WORTH, then X
has normal structure.
Proof. Since X is uniform nonsquare, X is reflexive. This implies that normal structure and
weak normal structure coincide.
Suppose X fails the weak normal structure but X has the property WORTH. For any  > 0, let
x be x1 in Lemma 1 and from Lemmas 1 and 2, there exists y = xn such that 1 −   ‖x − y‖
1 +  and 1 −   ‖x + y‖ 1 + . From Lemma 3, there exists y′ such that
1 −  min{‖x + y‖,‖x − y‖} ‖x + y′‖ = ‖x − y′‖max{‖x + y‖,‖x − y‖}
 1 + .
Let u and v be normalization of x + y′ and x − y′, respectively. Then,
2 ‖u± v‖ = 2 ′ 
2  2 − 2.‖x ± y ‖ 1 + 
120 J. Gao / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 334 (2007) 114–122So,
J (X)max
{‖u+ v‖,‖u− v‖} 2 − 2.
Let  → 0, we see that X is uniform nonsquare. 
3. The parameters and uniform normal structure
Let F be a filter on an index set I , and let {xi}i∈I be a subset in a Hausdorff topological
space X, {xi}i∈I is said to converge to x with respect to F , denote by limF xi = x, if for each
neighborhood U of x, {i ∈ I : xi ∈ U} ∈ F . A filter U on I is called an ultrafilter if it is maximal
with respect to the ordering of the set inclusion. An ultrafilter is called trivial if it is of the form A:
A ⊆ I , i0 ∈ A for some fixed i0 ∈ I . We will use the fact that if U is an ultrafilter, then
(i) for any A ⊆ I , either A ⊆ U or I −A ⊆ U ;
(ii) if {xi}i∈I has a cluster point x, then limU xi exists and equals to x.
Let {Xi}i∈I be a family of Banach spaces and let l∞(I,Xi) denote the subspace of the product
space equipped with the norm ‖(xi)‖ = supi∈I ‖xi‖ < ∞.
Definition 4. (See [15].) Let U be an ultrafilter on I and let NU = {(xi) ∈ l∞(I,Xi): limU ‖xi‖ =
0}. The ultraproduct of {Xi}i∈I is the quotient space l∞(I,Xi)/NU equipped with the quotient
norm.
We will use (xi)U to denote the element of the ultraproduct. It follows from remark (ii) above,




In the following we will restrict our index set I to be N , the set of natural numbers, and let
Xi = X, i ∈ N , for some Banach space X. For an ultrafilter U on N , we use XU to denote the
ultraproduct.
Lemma 4. (See [15].) Suppose U is an ultrafilter on N and X is a Banach space, then
(X∗)U = (XU)∗ if and only if X is superreflexive; and in this case, the mapping J defined by
〈(xi)U , J ((fi)U )〉 = limU 〈xi, fi〉, for all (xi)U ∈ XU is the canonical isometric isomorphism
from (X∗)U onto (XU)∗.
Theorem 11. For any superreflexive Banach space X, and for any nontrivial ultrafilter U on N ,
w(XU) = w(X).
Proof. Since X can be considered as a subspace of XU , by the definition of w(X), we have
w(XU)w(X).
To prove the reverse inequality, for any δ > 0, from definition of w(XU), there exist
(xi)U , (y
m
i )U , m = 1,2, . . . ∈ S((XU)), with (ymi )U →w 0 such that(
w(XU)+ δ
) · lim inf
m→∞
∥∥(xi)U + (ymi )U
∥∥> lim inf
m→∞
∥∥(xi)U − (ymi )U
∥∥.
Without loss of generality, we may assume ‖xi‖ = ‖ym‖ = 1 for all i,m = 1,2, . . . .i
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I = {i ∈ N : ymi →w 0} and
J =
{
i ∈ N : (w(XU)+ δ) · lim inf
m→∞
∥∥(xi)U + (ymi )U
∥∥> lim inf
m→∞
∥∥(xi)U − (ymi )U
∥∥}
are all in U . So the intersection I ∩ J is in U too, and is hence not empty.
Let i ∈ I ∩ J be fixed, we have xi, ymi ∈ S(X), ymi →w 0 and(
w(XU)+ δ
) · lim inf
m→∞
∥∥xi + ymi ∥∥> lim infm→∞
∥∥xi − ymi ∥∥.
This implies w(XU)+ δ w(X). Since δ can be arbitrarily small, w(X)w(XU). 
Theorem 12. For a superreflexive Banach space X, if δ(1 + w(X)) > 1 − w(X), then X has
uniform normal structure.
Proof. The idea of the proof is same as the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [8]. Suppose δ(1+w(X)) >
1 − w(X), but X does not have uniform normal structure. We find a sequence {Cn} of
bounded closed convex subsets of X such that for each n, 0 ∈ Cn, d(Cn) = 1, and rad(Cn) =
inf{sup{‖x − y‖: y ∈ Cn}: x ∈ Cn} > 1 − 1n . Let U be any nontrivial ultrafilter on N , and let
C = {(xn)U : xn ∈ Cn, n ∈ N} then C is a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of XU .
It follows from the properties of Cn above that d(C) = rad(C) = 1, so XU does not have normal
structure. On the other hand, since δ(XU) = δ(X) [5], and from Theorem 11, δ(1 + w(XU)) >
1 −w(XU). This contradicts Theorem 6, and X must have uniform normal structure. 
Similarly we can prove the following theorems:
Theorem 13. For a superreflexive Banach space X, if ρX(τ) < 3w(X)τ−12 and τ ·w(X) 1, then
X has uniform normal structure.
Theorem 14. For a superreflexive Banach space X, if J (X) < 2w(X), then X has uniform
normal structure.
Theorem 15. For a superreflexive Banach space X, if E(X) < 1 + 2w(X) + 5(w(X))2, then X
has uniform normal structure.
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